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ABSTIVKT

During the past few years the Defense Nuclear Agency has spo~~sored
a radiation transport program that has the goal of substantially re-
ducing uncertainties in predictions of radiation environments. Impor-
tant aspects of the program have been to provide new cross section meas-
urements directed particularly a: areas of ignorance in the data for
several important materials and tc maintain up-to-date cross section
evaluations that fully incorporate the ne~’experimental information.
As a result, significant improvements have been made in recent years
in the availability and accuracy of evaluated data for a number of
materials, particularly in the area of ga”?,aray production.

In the present paper a review is given of the status of evaluated
cross section data for common air and ground constituents including
C, N, O, Al, Si, Ca, and Fe. Particular emphasis is given to the air
materials and to recent improvements in gamma ray production data,
Comparisons of presently available evaluated data with the results of
extensive new experimental measurements are given, and summaries of
estimated errors in the eval’~ateddata are presented. The increased
accuracy of cross sections for other processes, such as neutron inel-
astic scattering and charged-particle production, that results from
the improved gamma ray data is discussed. In addition, likely future
trends in the evaluated data sets for air and ground constituents are
outlined.
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For the past few years the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) has sponsored
a radiation transport program that has the goal of substantially reducing
uncertainties in predictions of radiation environments. The program, which
is described schematically in Fig. 1, includes coordinated measurements,
calculations, and e~’aluationsof neutron-induced cross sections, measure-
ments of integral quantities chosen to test important aspects of evaluated
data, calculation of integral epxeriments, and sensitivity studies that can
be used together with error estimates by evaluators to help establish the
adequacy of the data sets. When significant problems are discovered in the
evaluated data, new measurements are made that are directed specifically at
solving the difficulties. Particular evaluators have been made responsible
for certain materials so that new information can be rapidly assimilated in-
to the data sets and therefore into the testing apparatus. The evaluations
are provided in Eh~F/B format, and the distribution of the data sets is
handled by the Radiation Shielding Information Center (RSIC) at Oak Ridge.

A number of materials that re of interest for EKP calculations are in-
cluded in the DNA library. These include common air and ground constituents
such as N, O, C, Al, Si, Ca, and Fe. llegardin~ the status of these materi-
als, each has gone through at least one evaluation iteration in the loop
shown in Fig. 1, and some of the materials have been through more than one
iteration. There is still significant experimental input, both microscopic
and integral, that is neec?e.~for several of the materials; however, substan-
tial progress has already been made at upgrading the evaluations and pro-
viding relevant data that was previously not available. Versions of the DNA-
supported evaluations for each of these materials are included in the ENllF/B(3)
nuclear data library.

Because of the tine limitation, it is not possible to describe even one
of the evaluations in any detail, so instead I will attempt to outline some
of the more importafitgeneral imrrovemenis that have been made, particularly
for EMP applications, and I will show a few specific examples.

,4very major improvement has been the addition of evaluated gamma-ray-
production data to the neutron cross section evaluations in a self-consistent
fashion; that is, the neutron cross sections and the secondary gamma-ray data
are evaluated tcgether, and both are required to be consistent with the avail-
able physics informat~.on. Furthermore, the availability of comprehensive new
gamma-ray-production measurements, many of wh~ch were supported by the DNA
in this program, has greatly incteased the quality of the evaluated data.

14
Figure 2 sl~owsalcomparison between such a measurement made on N at

oak Ridge with ORELA and the nitrogen evaluation as it existed at that time.
In this case, the gacxa ray response in a NaI detector was mcusured at 125°
for inciclcntneutron energies between 12 and 14 MeV, end the results were un-
folded to obtain the gamma ray spectrum. The evaluated datn shown in Fig. 2
have been averaged over the same neutron energy group and smeared with the
NaI rusolutio:~function. In that measurement, data were obtained for neutron
energies between 1 and 20 MeV for both 90° an4 125°.
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3
A similar measurement for

27
Al is shown in Fig. 3 for4the neutron energy

bin 12-14 MeV, together with the existing evaluated data. In this case,
the differences between the experiment and the evaluation are more apparent,
and a revision of the evaluation thtit includes these data is nearly complete.

Measurements such as these shown in Figs. 2 and 3 have greatly improved
the quality of evaluated gamma ray data. In the case of 14N, we feel tlmt
the uncertainty in the total Y-ray production cross section at 14 McV has
been reduced from greater than 20% to about 10Z, and we estfmate that the
average ~-ray energy is now known to within a few percent. These mcnsure-
ments have had the additional effect of substantially improving other parts
of the data files, for example, the inelastic neutron and charged-particle
production cross sections that lead to the gam rays. In this context, a
special effort has been made in recent evaluations co include charged-particle
production information wherever it is known in order that local energy depo-
sition calculations can be accurately performed. There are frequent cases
where charged-particle processes occur with significant cross sections. One
such example is give in Fig. 4 where the 14X(n,U1) cress section to the
2.124-MeV state in lqB iS shown from 7 to 20 ?feV, together vith the (n,ay)
cross section for production f the 2.124-?leV gamma ?ay. At these energies,
the (n,~) cross section for 18N represents a significant source of local en-
ergy deposition. Other axanples of charged particle production processes
that have frequently been ignored in the past arc the (n,nxj reactions where
x represents one or more charged-particles. Such reactions have cmmonly
been lumped into the inelastic neutvon files in the past. The E?XIF format
has been modified to allo~ more adequate xeprcsentation of these processes,
and this type information is now available in many of the evaluated files.

Another important improvement in evaluated data has been made possible
in recent years by the availability of very accurate total C:COSSsection
measurements that utilize time-of-flight and continuous neutron sources
such as electron linear accelerators. Figure 5 compares scvcrti! cildcr 14~

total cross section measurerents17-19 to the three tiwe-of-fli~ht measure-
ments of Heaton et al.s 14 Carlson and Cerbocc,l~ and Foatcr and Glosgowl(’
which were used to derive the ENDF/B(III) curve. 2 h%ile there is con~iJ-
erable difference between some of the results, the three time-of-flight
measurements are in excellent agreement, better than 0.52 on the avcrofic
after alicwance for differences in rcsolutim, and have substantially re-
duced the uncertainty in the cro6s section.

In order to determine the differences caused by introduction of the new
air data sets, time-dependent MISN calculations have bean performd by
Engle and tlyr,attat Oak Ridge 20 for tllc transport of neutrons find sccond~lry
gamma rays in infinite homogeneous air, usin~ both the newer lX1’)F/11(111) N
and O evnl ations and an older, cormionlyused multigroup set by Strakrr and
Gritzner. ‘Y Figure 6 sho~s the neutron jon~z~tion ~~ sil~~~n as a funcli~l~

of tj.mc at a range of 500 meters for L “typtcal” thermonucl.mr wurclto me
most significant difference that occurs 1,s for early times, wl~crc tl:c nwur
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rcsults are higher. At tinms past S0)1s there is litt’lc difference. Fi~-
ure 7 show a sinjlar calculation of the time-dependent gamma-my kcrma
in silicon from the Englc and Mynatt report. 20 In thic ctJse more signif-
icant d~ffcrcnccs arc abscrvcd. The calculations with the newer datn are
almost a factor of two lower at early cimcs than those made with the
Strakcr dnta. This di ffercnce is clue to the fact thot the y-ray produc-
tion cross section near 14 ?4eV in a factor of 2 lower in the newer datti
set. Substantial differences also occur at lat~r times.

At lutist ona EMp study has been made utilizing cross sections from the
DNA library. Thesa results are available in a DNA report by Sargis et til.22
from Scicncc Applications. The report, which in unclassified, clcncribes
~t+veral calculations of ionization riiteti ~ndl electric currents in air and
ground resulting rrom a typical theraonurlmr source and presents compari-
sons between calculations made with the newer DNA evaluations and with older
ENDP/B and United Nuclear Corporation data. 23 Fi~UrC 8 shows a culculntiofi
of the total ionization rate as a function of tir.~ from a burst at 480 m-
inters usin~ both the old~r and newer data sctn. The calculations arc for
infinite air, uning tile one-dinmsional, tima-dep~ndmt discrete ordinates
code IDA. The total ionization tate cociputcd ftxm the newer data is sub-
stantially lower at early times than is prcvlicted from the older evalua-
tion, again due to the fact tha% the gamma-ray-production cress sections
ior 14 ?{eV neutronfi are sub~tnntially lower in the ncwrr data uct. Convcrsu-
iy, at la~e times the newar data predict a higher ioni:~tion rate, which Is
primarily due to differences in the neutron cross sections. in the tium re-
gion followins Lhc nrrival of the ncutrnn front At. 9]1s until abwt ~QJ*, the
two data sets give similar rasults. In actual fact, there 18 60WW cancella-
tion in this region betwean ncutran-and Comma-ray-induced ionization,

ltegardin~ future developments in the cvuluated data sets, it is likely
that each -f the air nnd ground materials will so through ●t least onc or
two ravi~ions over the next two ycaru as mrc mcpcrinmntal information, both
microscopic and integral, becomos nvailabla. t:cwavcr, in most cams the re-
visions will be leas dramatic than in the past as more tind more of the im-
portant problems aro ~mrk~d out. There is presently an effort undcrwmy to
●dd error information to tha cvnluatal data files, including limited corre-
lation dnta both with encr8y and rcaccion typa, and this informat~on will
bacome nvnilable appruxinautcly in the summar of 1974. thin inforw~tion is
necdm! for coupling with ~cnsitivity calculations to a:~oc’s~ the adequacy of
the data files for various nppllcations.
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Fig. 2. Secondary gamma-ray spectrum at 6 = 125° from the
14
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with neutrons of energy 12-14 MeV. The curve is the ENDF/B{3) eval-
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